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Material Includes
This publication documents a six week collaborative project between Petersen Brick and MA Spatial Design, Perception 

and Detail at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Schools of Architecture and Design, KADK, in spring 2017.

‘Material Includes’ is a floor and fireplace constructed in the garden of the Embassy of Switzerland in Copenhagen as 

a place for gathering. It introduces an inclusive and informal place set back from the otherwise formal garden. As such 

‘Material Includes’ may act as a back drop to the Open Embassy activities aiming to combine diplomacy with event-based 

cultural exchanges. 

Students have made bricks at Petersen Bricks, experimented with glazing techniques and effects at KADK, and construct-

ed in the embassy garden. The design concerns how formal, tactile and visual qualities of bricks may guide and motivate 

pleasure of people including those with reduced abilities. How might edges, warmth, colour contrasts, patterns and 

textures enrich space to be more inclusive?

The floor and fireplace is seen as a small piece of the world inviting diverse people to meet. A piece of ground where 

conflicting demands and desires can occur through basic human interaction – moving, cooking and resting. The form 

is simple, a slightly raised rectangular floor with an inset fireplace, to be furnished according to occasion. The material 

composition privileges clear definition of edges to include visually impaired people and room for wheelchair users, where 

the sea view is best enjoyed. We strive for a better (not ideal) world. 

Heidi Svenningsen Kajita, Masashi Kajita with Peter Wedell-Wedellsborg.

Introduction

Architecture in Residence, Embassy of Switzerland
This project is part of the embassy’s Architecture in Residence programme, which invites Swiss and Danish schools of 

architecture and design, craftspeople, industrial partners and other stakeholders to exchange knowledge and ideas, and 

to design and implement constructions in the gardens of the embassy. By articulating qualities of the landscape, the 

constructions will support the embassy’s diplomatic endeavours in forthcoming cultural and business functions. 
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Dear students, 

We, your tutors, would like to begin this collectively made book by saying thank you for six great weeks. ‘Material In-

cludes’ is a collaborative piece of work made not just by you and us – a group of students and tutors – but also by the 

individuals you interviewed, Petersen Brick and other partners, sponsors, Super Form Lab, our teaching team incl. exter-

nal teacher Peter, bricklayer Miklas and not least the Embassy of Switzerland. Making places, as Doreen Massey points 

out above, is not merely about material construction. Following this, the place we hope to contribute to with this material 

construction will come about through material practices over time. 

We asked you to reflect critically on both material and immaterial construction in this project. However, we had not 

imagined the extent to which you found enjoyment in the construction processes. Dancing during brick making, birthday 

celebrations combined with design critique, digging and swimming in the sea, barbecuing and brick laying…might we say 

that we at times doubted, if our tolerance for pleasure in the making would result in utter inefficiency. Thank you, for so 

concretely demonstrating room to include those and this, which too often is considered a nuisance in material construc-

tion processes. We will include this lesson in our work, and hope you will continue to include our notes below, when you 

bring these hands- and minds- on experiences into other projects and relationships.

Design (of architecture and spatial elements) is only one part of possible solutions towards opening up the spatiality of 

individuals that leads towards a more inclusive world for all people, regardless of age, ability and many more possible 

limitations. Design does not only contribute to solving immediate problems, but also it can increase opportunities and 

motivate pleasure, bringing us closer to a world that allows us with different bodily ability and preference to coexists. 

How can design of architecture and spatial elements positively effect on the closing spatiality of individuals? 

If you are not steady on your feet as an old person, you might need to keep your eyes down as you walk. You concentrate 

on your feet, by doing so, you do not look up to see trees and the sky: your spatiality is closed down. Broken paving 

stones, a bumpy ride on cobblestones or uneven level changes transform the spatiality of the practice of everyday such 

as walking. Reduced bodily functions can restrict our field of spatiality, but also physical environments can close down 

the spatiality of persons. In contrast, tactile markings on the floor may increase the physical mobility of those who have 

The spaces of social relations are constructed, just as buildings are constructed; they can be adapted, as 
buildings can be adapted; they are not “material” as buildings are material, but they can be as hard to walk 
through as a wall.
[…] This is an immaterial architecture: the architecture of social relations. And yet, social relations are prac-
ticed, and practices are embodied, material. Places are the product of material practices.
It is easiest to imagine this by means other than through the distancing eye. Spatialities are constructed as 
well by sound, touch and smell – by senses other than vision alone. On a wheelchair walk around the grounds 
of the nursing home, smells can signal where you are (you’re just passing the kitchens maybe, or the room 
given over to hairdressing); a sudden whiff of something caught on the air (the beds of lavender in the garden 
perhaps) can carry your thought away, to other times and other places. The changing texture of the path re-
verberates through the wheelchair into your body; the movement from ruckly gravel to the smooth passage 
of asphalt brings relief. Sounds and noises can close space down, can intrude or threaten, or can give shape 
or direction to spaces. Henri Lefebvre has written that “Silence itself…has its music. In cloister or cathedral, 
space is measured by the ear.” There are local landscapes of senses other than vision. Try imagining – try de-
signing – a city of sound and touch, a city that plays to all the senses.

Doreen Massey, “Living in Wythenshawe”

Letter to Students

Copenhagen, May 2017
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visual impairment. Sounds or smell that flow out of the window can signal where you are and might even guide you to 

places. The texture of materials might carry your thought away. The warmth around a fireplace or the rough textures of 

bricks might bring memories back stretching the space of persons; or provoke their imagination taking them to different 

time-spaces. These speculative motivations for seeing inclusivity as a creative potential were the starting point for ap-

proaching eight disabled and/ or older persons, who’s words and gestures informed and inspired the design throughout. 

Focusing on bricks, we question the role of materials in constructing and re-constructing spatial experiences of users but 

also of us as designers and makers. This project explores how brick – through its materiality and spatiality – contribute 

to spatial inclusion.

The method of work starts with the making of bricks from three different clays. Most design processes typically start 

by the drawing of a figure, a size, a contour, a shape – that is a form. In this project, we start from the Kolumba bricks. 

They are non-modular and the large dimensions in themselves limits options for the size of floor and fireplace as well as 

possible patterns. The different colours, textures and visual appearances evoke reactions and disagreements. The weight 

of clay, drying time, burning, cooling, packing and delivering influence the process of design and construction. The hip 

brand ‘Petersen’ in the world of bricks promises premature success to the maker. In other words; the physical properties, 

use-value, production process and exchange value are integral to the brick. In this project the bricks’ narratives directly 

led to a design strategy – a common understanding of detailing and ways of constructing arising from and guiding the 

group work.

We asked you to operate with construction drawing and mock-ups along with material specification as media for design-

ing. Pieces of works in this book exemplify how these normative representational media allow for common understand-

ings necessary to get things done, and at the same time how these conventional media are open for new imaginative 

potential for spatial inclusion. The point of choosing simple representational media and architectural elements is in this 

case not for things to be easy or efficient. It is rather to situate critical potential in the essential.

‘Material Includes’ is more than a floor and fireplace. It is more than words, drawings and bricks. It has truly been a 

pleasure. 

Yours Sincerely

Heidi and Masa 
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Bricks
Dimensions of Kolumba bricks K54, K56 and K57

*After we received the delivery of our handmade Kolumba bricks from Petersen Tegl, we found some modifications to 

the dimensions of all Kolumba bricks for the project, with K54 being the biggest change. During the firing process of the 

K54 Kolumba, we were notified that the kiln broke down, which may have interferred with how the K54 turned out. We 

adjusted our design accordingly, to keep to our rule of using the given Kolumba brick dimensions.
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Bricks
Different types of Kolumba bricks
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An overview of the 
production

Brickworks in the Nybøl Nor area still functioning

Raw materials stored outside, transported to mixing machines

The mixed clay is stored inside of the factory and sorted in 
booths according to it’s type

Transported by a fork lift 
truck

Christian Petersen (owner) Clay from South England and 
Westerwald

Family business 
in Sønderborg
186 employees

Bricks
Petersen Tegl production sequence
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CONVEYORBELT FOR FINISHED TILESMETAL TRAY FOR TILES

WATER BASIN FOR WASHING 
AND KEEPING MOULD WET

Clay blocks from the extruder on 
conveyor belt, moved to work stations

The plan of the brickmakers work station Shaping the brick

Uniform of a brick makerThe tools for handmade bricksHow the wooden brick mould is made

Washing the mould in between use Add colouring agents and cut off 
excess clay

The bricks are stacked for drying 

Packed and ready for shippingFired at 1050 oC Remove fired tiles after cooling down

An overview of the following steps

Pressing clay
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Bricks
Factory visit: the making of Kolumba bricks
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Bricks
Above: glazed Flensborg bricks experiments. Below: chosen finish
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Bricks
Above: glazed Flensborg bricks formula. Below: chosen formula
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In the process of work, we discussed the relevance of inclusion of elderly and disabled persons, with reduced physical 

abilities. We interviewed eight individuals in order to get insight in their use of space. Questions aroused about their 

understanding and experience of materials, their dimensions, colours and sensory qualities. Most of these conversations 

inspired us to define some design principles for the dimensioning and the composition of patterns and colours. We de-

cided on a set of 3 common questions to guide our investigation on the brick.

1. What is a brick? 

2. What is a floor? 

3. What is a fireplace?

SURFACE The grass is an unfriendly floor surface when riding on it with wheels. A harder surface is preferred, but if it 

is made with bricks, the mortar spacing in between should allow the floor to be flatter. For a visually impaired person 

with a stick, the spacing indicates that the floor is made out of bricks. Wheelchair users Erna Christensen and Marianne 

Rosenvold taught us that even a step of 3cm can be experienced as a mountain.

EDGES Speaking in the name of the visually impaired, John Heilbrunn taught us how he uses his cane to orientate him-

self in unfamiliar situations. When walking on a surface, the blind person’s uses their stick to find the closest danger that 

will help them orientate themselves in space. 

CONTRAST Peter Vonsild is partially blind. Introducing his ability to sense big contrasts, he spoke to us about colour 

combinations. So did Torben Olesen, a 69 years old architect that lost 99% of his sight in 1995.

MEMORY Lars, who is in his sixties, lives with osteoporosis. His personal gaze on the pleasure of using fire for primi-

tive cooking involves nostalgia and memories of the past. Speaking about comfort and ergonomics, he seemed more 

concerned to protect children. Familiarity and Swiss childhood memories are also evoked by Torben. According to him, a 

fireplace is simply a place at the ground to gather around with good friends.

Portraits
On inclusion
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Portraits
Photographs of interviewees

From top left;
 John, Ibrahim

Lars, Marianne, 
Erna, Peter
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Portraits
Interviews

Ibrahim is a pensioner and a very active member in the 
Nørrebro community, where he has lived for more than 30 
years together with his wife. In particular, he is involved in 
various management boards that concern the residents in 
FSBs Blågården along with being responsible for the local 
allotment gardens on Stengade.

We meet up with Ibrahim outside the Stengade pavilion, 
where we gather around a table. We ask him about the 
FSB building he lives in, with reference to the materiality 
of it, the prefabricated facade of bricks and concrete. ‘I‘m 
happy with my apartment, but this building is just [quickly 
put] together. If we talk about the area, then it is a different 
[thing]. I don‘t like the material (FSB brick) for one reason. 
It doesn‘t give me a sense of life.. it is not vivid...I pay for 
the local area, not the building.‘

He tells us that he sometimes thinks that the way the ma-
terials are made can affect us indirectly, where he shares 
with us a nice comparison to pastries. ‘If you see these pas-
tries here, it is made by hand and if you know it is made 
by hand, psychologically you‘ll enjoy it more. If you know 
it is made by a machine, even though it tastes nice, there is 
something missing. The feeling behind it. Putting your soul 
into it.‘

Ibrahim associates the floor as a surface on the earth. ‘The 
more you put on the earth, the more I am out of the earth‘ , 
he shares. ‘I lose the contact. You are in direct contact with 
the earth because you are out of the artificial‘. However he 
feels the more you put on the floor, the more your feet can 
not breathe. He isn‘t so fond of carpet but he prefers the 
surface to be more natural. ‘You feel you are attached to it 
and the way you walk on it, you feel the floor attaches to 
the bottom of your feet. It hugs you‘, he smiles.

And he especially lights up when we talk about cooking 
with fire. Barbecues especially. ‘I enjoy it because of the 
coal/wood and the lighter to ignite the fire... the waiting 
for the fire to begin and smoke coming out... the idea of  
barbecuing, you feel beautiful.‘

01/05/2017
Interview by Amy & Keita
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We decided to choose a public space with a similar materi-
al pallet to that which we will be making the fireplace from. 
We visited Blågårdsplads in Nørrebro and asked a local 
man who wished to remain anonymous about his experi-
ence of the space. 

He pointed out black scorch marks on the bricks in the cen-
tre of the square and told us how people had dumped a 
motorbike and set it on fire. He explained how this was 
not the first time that this had happened and how coun-
cil workers have to come and wash the surface down, this 
in turn makes these patches stand out for being especially 
clean compared to the surrounding bricks.

In the summer the sun warms the bricks throughout the 
day and people come from the neighborhood to sit and 
read and they are able to stay warm into the evening as 
the bricks retain the days heat. Often people light fires in 
the evening and gather around them on the edges of the 
square. He explained how a brick is a construction material 
that can vary in size and in quality, at his previous house 
the bricks were “well made” and required a hammer drill to
get through, however at his new house the “poor quality 
bricks” are easily drilled into.

He recounted fond memories of cooking over an open fire 
as a child, explaining how the pleasure is taken from the 
simplicity and the less cooking accessories used the bet-
ter. We finished our conversation with a discussion about 
accessibility, our interviewee gets around using an electric 
mobility scooter, whilst he struggles to walk over long dis-
tances he said that a great deal of accessibility lays in mind 
set. He stating that he never struggles with accessing any-
where that he would like to access.

05/05/2017
Interview by Ben & Natalia
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Torben is a 69 years old architect, who lives with his wife in 
the neighborhood of  Hvidovre Copenhagen. He lost  99% 
of his vision in 1995. Today he is still active in the board of 
construction for disabled and blind people and in offering 
advice to home builders and architects.  

Torben perceives space in a very detailed way. He can feel, 
smell and hear an interior, using all his senses at once. With 
his memories and a pinch of imagination he can create a 
precise image in his mind of his surroundings. Every time 
Torben goes to a new place, he will arrive an hour before 
his meeting, just to get familiar with the area. 
How big is it? How does it feel? Where is the chair? 
His ability to use his vision depends very much on the 
weather and light. During a beautiful bright day, his vision 
would be disturbed, due to shadows and the position of the 
sun in Denmark. On a cloudy day the light is diffuse and 
therefore Torben can see a lot of details. Colors are also 
a key tool for Torbens navigation, especially contrasts. Tor-
ben senses of touch, smell, tactility, light and colors are 
also used in his basement wood workshop. He is confident 
enough to use tools for his everyday repairs and even with 
his 1% vision, he still has all his fingers. 
For Torben, bricks have been part of his young adult life, 
when he was working in the brick making industry. He ex-
plains the infinite possibilities in patterns and tactility and 
how bricks can take place in different  constructions, such 
as houses, churches and floors. When asked about his ex-
periences with fireplaces, Torben described his childhood 
memories in Switzerland. He was amazed to find a prop-
er built fireplace that his scout friends and him could use 
standing. 
For Torben a fireplace is simply a place at the ground -   
« sitting together with good friends around the fire ».

01/05/2017
Interview by Bertrand & Manuel
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1. The FIREPLACE is mostly built with Kolumba K57 bricks which are the 

most fireproof. The K57 laid on edge required a triple width Leca block 

footing. A thicker mortar course was used to raise the brick to the datum 

of the fireplace.

Spears made out of leather and metal help the users to make different 

fires on the central plate according to their will. A course gravel drainage 

pit below the fireplace provides a reservoir for water run off.

2. The FIELD is made of a combination of Kolumba K54 and Flensborg 

D31  and D73. This is the main area for gathering. Like flowers, the yellow 

and white glazed Flensborg bricks contrast with the grey K54, bringing a 

decorative quality that can be experienced by the partially blind.

To facilitate the slight level change accross the site, a wall of black Kolum-

ba K56 was needed. Leca blocks above a concrete strip footing support 

the K56 wall.

3. Around the fireplace, the field expands in a woven combination of black 

K56 and grey K54, whose dimensions are 30mm longer than the K56.

4. The EDGE is lined with Kolumba K57 that are arranged from the cor-

ners in a herringbone pattern running around the field.

Some Flensborg D31 and white glazed D73 fill gaps as the Kolumba 

bricks are non-modular.

5. The outer edge is made of the black K56 that were used to build the 

whole wall for the floor. The grey K54 bricks nuance the strong contrast 

between the ocher K57 the black K56. The vertically laid K54 is set in 

concrete to support gravel that the surface is laid on.

In order to create a preventive contrast for the visually impaired, the cor-

ners are highlighted by the white glazed Flensborg D31, indicating a level 

change of 116mm.

6. Some parts of the K56 wall sit now level with the grass hence the lack 

of footing.

7. Between the corner of the fireplace and the edge, a diameter of 

1500mm is spread to allow access to wheelchair users. This sitting area 

has an exceptional setting because one can see the sea while enjoying 

the fire.

8. On the opposite side, a smaller area of 520mm allows the use of a 

stool.

1. The FIREPLACE is mostly built 

with Kolumba K57 bricks, which tol-

erate high temperatures. The K57 

laid on edge required a triple width 

Leca block footing. A thicker mortar 

course was used to raise the brick 

to the datum of the fireplace. Spears 

made of metal, wood and leather 

can be used for cooking on the fire 

over the central plate. A course grav-

el drainage pit below the fireplace 

provides a reservoir for water to run 

off.

2. The FIELD is made of a combina-

tion of Kolumba K54, Flensborg D31 

and D73. This is the main area for 

gathering. Like flowers, the yellow 

and white glazed Flensborg bricks 

contrast with the grey K54, bringing 

a decorative quality that can be ex-

perienced by the partially blind.

3. Around the fireplace, the field 

expands in a woven combination of 

black K56 and grey K54. There is a 

30 mm difference in length between 

these two types. 

4. The edge is lined with Kolumba 

K57 arranged from the corners in a 

herringbone pattern running around 

the field. Flensborg D31 and white 

glazed D73 fill gaps as the Kolumba 

bricks are non-modular.
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1. The FIREPLACE is mostly built with Kolumba K57 bricks which are the 

most fireproof. The K57 laid on edge required a triple width Leca block 

footing. A thicker mortar course was used to raise the brick to the datum 

of the fireplace.

Spears made out of leather and metal help the users to make different 

fires on the central plate according to their will. A course gravel drainage 

pit below the fireplace provides a reservoir for water run off.

2. The FIELD is made of a combination of Kolumba K54 and Flensborg 

D31  and D73. This is the main area for gathering. Like flowers, the yellow 

and white glazed Flensborg bricks contrast with the grey K54, bringing a 

decorative quality that can be experienced by the partially blind.

To facilitate the slight level change accross the site, a wall of black Kolum-

ba K56 was needed. Leca blocks above a concrete strip footing support 

the K56 wall.

3. Around the fireplace, the field expands in a woven combination of black 

K56 and grey K54, whose dimensions are 30mm longer than the K56.

4. The EDGE is lined with Kolumba K57 that are arranged from the cor-

ners in a herringbone pattern running around the field.

Some Flensborg D31 and white glazed D73 fill gaps as the Kolumba 

bricks are non-modular.

5. The outer edge is made of the black K56 that were used to build the 

whole wall for the floor. The grey K54 bricks nuance the strong contrast 

between the ocher K57 the black K56. The vertically laid K54 is set in 

concrete to support gravel that the surface is laid on.

In order to create a preventive contrast for the visually impaired, the cor-

ners are highlighted by the white glazed Flensborg D31, indicating a level 

change of 116mm.

6. Some parts of the K56 wall sit now level with the grass hence the lack 

of footing.

7. Between the corner of the fireplace and the edge, a diameter of 

1500mm is spread to allow access to wheelchair users. This sitting area 

has an exceptional setting because one can see the sea while enjoying 

the fire.

8. On the opposite side, a smaller area of 520mm allows the use of a 

stool.

5. The outer EDGE is made of the 

black K56. This deals with the slight 

level change accross the site. Leca 

blocks above a concrete strip foot-

ing support this edge. The grey K54 

bricks bring contrast between the 

ocher K57 and the black K56. The 

K54 laid on edge is set in concrete 

to support gravel that the surface 

is laid on. In order to create a pre-

ventive contrast for the visually im-

paired, the corners are highlighted 

by the white glazed Flensborg D31, 

indicating a level change of 116mm. 

Some parts of the K56 edge sit level 

with the grass.

6. Between the fireplace and the 

edge, a diameter of 1500mm allow-

ing a wheelchair to turn. This sitting 

area has an exceptional setting be-

cause one can see the sea while en-

joying the fire.

7. On the opposite side, a smaller 

area of 520 mm allows the use of 

a stool.
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The Floor

We think about the floor in association to rugs and their textile qualities. Prayer rugs are used as a threshold between two 

worlds, reality and heaven. Sometimes represented Although two dimensional, they allow their users (?) to experiment a 

subtle mental space with the help of precisely defined and treated areas/spaces. We learn from the rug weaver’s design 

intentions. Rugs are designed as an art that follows a set of rules.

The weaver starts by defining a central space, the field. The field is an infinite space that is generally central, punctuated 

with a precise series of flowers. Within the field, a niche appears as floating. It is usually represented as a door, or some-

times as a building, becoming the most obvious architectural piece on the rug. This is the main space.

The weaver defines the edges, generally a main one and several secondary ones. These edge become also specific 

spaces to dimension. Then comes the problem of the corners: how to make the two edges meet in a harmonious way?

The way we see it; the fireplace is a niche within the field of brick patterns and edges.

The floor becomes a piece of a world.

The Fireplace

Once necessity for survival, the fireplace is now, in the west, a nostalgic luxury; redundant, but cherished. The first cul-

tures were supposedly formed around fires, and the fireplace was the focal point of dwelling until the 20th century. Today, 

this focal point of the hearth is no longer present in modern dwellings - heating, cooking, a gathering place, and a focal 

point for media and culture - it has been divided in a series of devices and gadgets. 

This fireplace provides an extra boost of heat in the corner of the garden. The primitive ritual of laying and gathering 

around a simple framed fire evokes a sense of community. The honest and visible entropy of a burning fireplace becomes 

appealing and the center of attention. 

The Swiss Embassy garden is a beautiful site. The fire place connects to the site’s natural elements. On one hand, the 

grand tree rooted in the corner of the garden offers a sheltered space and a sense of cover and protection. On the second 

hand, the strong presence of the sea brings a fresh breeze from the north, and the soothing sound of waves washing up 

on the beach. Fire naturally finds its place amongst this scenery, and completes a natural experience.

A fire laying in the ground framed by baked bricks, connecting with its environment letting nature do the conversation 

between tree, water, and fire. The shape and dimensions of the fire pit is dictated by the Kolumba bricks we formed our-

selves, by hand. We believe our design to be a place of escape, celebration and connection between human and nature.

Antique Turkish Ghiordes Prayer Rug,
 c. 1680, Turkey

Notes on floor and fireplace
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References
Church of St. Peter by Sigurd Lewerentz
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Muuratsalo Experimental House by Alvar Aalto

In the courtyard of his summerhouse in Muuratsalo (1953), Alvar Aalto experimented extensively with bricks and tiles that 

were arranged in various patterns. Over 50 of these combined to form the entire courtyards floor surface and facades. All 

these different bricks are leftovers from the town hall in Säynätsalo.

From within, the courtyard has the feel of ‘an old coat’ or a worn tapestry, bringing to the brick patterns the quality of a 

textile. According to Sarah Menin and Flora Samuel in their book ‘Nature and space: Aalto and Le Corbusier’ (2003), the 

combination of architecture and nature in Aalto’s summerhouse is made harmonious when the user gets a feeling of 

‘homemade’. 

Look at these pastries here, if they’re made by hand, if you know they’re made by hand, psychologically you will enjoy 

them more. If you know they’re made by a machine, even though they taste nice, there is something missing: the feeling 

behind it, putting your soul into it.                                                                                               Ibrahim, see full interview on p. 26.
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Design Process
Testing in model scale 1:5, 1:1 and experimenting with mortar
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Design Process
Development drawings of design
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Material Specification
Instructables.com
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Material Specification
Surface analysis
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Construction Process
Schedule of works
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Construction Process
List of equipment

Bucket
From: KADK

Timber stakes
From: Made in KADK

Motar Trowel
From: Vedbæk Byg

Nicks toolbox
From: Nick

Rake
From: Embassy

Rulers
From: Students own

Van
From: Engelbrechts

Mallet
From: KADK

Broom
From: Embassy

Paving sand
From: Johannes Fog

Water level, small
From: Christian

Angle grainder
From: Vedbæk byg

Flensborg brick
From: Petersen Tegl

Kolumba brick, K54
From: Petersen Tegl

Kolumba brick, K56
From: Petersen Tegl

Kolumba brick, K57
From: Petersen Tegl

Paving gravel
From: Vedbæk Byg

Topsand bags
From: Beach

LECA blocks
From: Johannes Fog

Cement bags
From: Johannes Fog

Mortar mixer
From: Vedbæk BygTable

From: Embassy

Wheel barrow
From: Embassy, Johannes Fog

Shovels
From: Embassy, KADK, Iben & Sven

Leca saw
From: KADK

Mason string
From: Den grønne halle

Whacker packer
From: Johannes Fog

Rubbish bin
From: Emb

Timber pallet
From: Petersen Tegl

Tarpaluin
From: Johannes Fog
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Construction Process
Shopping list
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Construction Process
Foundation plan
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Construction Process
On site development drawings
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On Site
Construction of floor and fireplace
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